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Rand Fitzmare has been rewarded by King Henry V with a title and land in Normandy, but Lianna of Bois-Long, who owns the land, finds
herself strangely drawn to the English baron and is torn between her feelings and her need to defend her rights.
There are some things money can't buy. Or are there? In 2300, in a world of capitalism, there are those few who can buy anything their heart
desires. Cynthia Délave has it all. Beauty, power and money; her world knows no bounds. James O'Sea has never seen how the other half
lives. A teacher, who was raised by his elderly grandparents, he has no idea how the world of the rich and powerful operates, and he has
enough problems of his own. When James is dragged into Cynthia's world, he finds his morals, identity, and the thin hold he now has on his
once explosive temper, pushed to the limit. Cynthia is only interested in the power she has over James. But soon, James sees another side
to the seemingly calculating and callous Cynthia, and he finds himself being ever more drawn to this mysterious woman.
"I always get what I want…and I want you." Making billions and bedding beautiful women couldn't make Bastien Zikos forget the lustrous dark
hair, haunting eyes and outrageous defiance of Delilah Moore. So Bastien has gone to great lengths to ensure that the one—and only—woman
to have ever turned him down returns to him. If Delilah wants to save her father's ailing business, she must agree to Bastien's commands: be
his mistress, wear his diamonds and wait for him in his bed! But what will this exacting tycoon do when he discovers that his sassy mistress is
a virgin?
This eBook features the unabridged text of ‘Piping Hot’ from the bestselling edition of ‘The Complete Works of Emile Zola’. Having
established their name as the leading publisher of classic literature and art, Delphi Classics produce publications that are individually crafted
with superior formatting, while introducing many rare texts for the first time in digital print. The Delphi Classics edition of Zola includes original
annotations and illustrations relating to the life and works of the author, as well as individual tables of contents, allowing you to navigate
eBooks quickly and easily. eBook features: * The complete unabridged text of ‘Piping Hot’ * Beautifully illustrated with images related to
Zola’s works * Individual contents table, allowing easy navigation around the eBook * Excellent formatting of the textPlease visit
www.delphiclassics.com to learn more about our wide range of titles
Sage dreams of becoming a professional dancer. During one of her lessons, she feels a burning gaze on her—the powerful, silver-gray gaze
of a man named Xandro. He says he’s looking for her younger brother, but she can’t imagine what sort of business they have with each
other. As she tries to focus on her lesson, she is distracted by Xandro’s intimidating presence. Then, while Sage is celebrating passing her
big audition, Xandro reveals himself to be a hotel magnate. He takes Sage hostage to flush out her brother…and reveals that’s precisely why
he sponsored her audition!
The remarkable true document that is The Mistress Contract opens with a piece of paper that was signed in 1981 by a woman and her
wealthy lover. The contract establishes an exchange that she thinks fair: If he will provide an adequate and separate home for her and cover
her expenses, she will provide him with "mistress services”: "All sexual acts as requested, with suspension of historical, emotional,
psychological disclaimers.” For the duration of the agreement, she will become his sexual property. Then -- on a small recorder that fit in her
purse -- this extraordinary and unconventional couple began to tape their conversations about their relationship, conversations that took place
while travelling, over dinner at home and in restaurants, on the phone, even in bed. This book is based on those tapes. It is a candid record of
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what they had to say to each other privately about the arrangement and its power relations, their physical relationship and the sexual forces
that shaped it. As private and intimate as it is, though, the book also turns an unblinking light on a period of intense upheaval between men
and women. Looking back now, thirty years later, this extraordinary couple -- who are still together -- are willing to reveal their most private
moments to our scrutiny. What they capture in The Mistress Contract is an unapologetic revelation and a bold provocation.

Deborah agreed to marry multimillionaire David Westlake, then, thinking he'd been unfaithful, she ended their engagement. Now
he only wants her for her body! Years later, David reappears revealing he'll destroy her unless she becomes his mistress! Deborah
has no choice, and agrees to David's demands. But David's about to up the stakes….
Lucas has it all. A Fortune 500 company, successful non-profit, a gorgeous, devoted wife and millions at his disposal...but it still
isn't enough to satisfy his desires. An unhealthy addiction to beautiful women curses him with a wandering d*ck that soon finds its
way to the mysterious Montana. Lucas is immediately drawn to her sexy and provocative ways. She's the complete opposite of his
wife; a breath of fresh air from what he's normally accustomed to. It also helps that she isn't just after his money, like most of his
side chicks. She's after something else. But what she wants may be a lot more than what Lucas can offer her. After all, being the
mistress of a rich businessman comes with a hefty price.
Author Jennifer Rothschild has a story for you. It's about an unlikely couple, an unusual courtship, a beautiful wedding, and an illicit
affair. Despite this situation, the marriage did not fail. It flourished. Here is the story of Hosea's love for Gomer—a woman who
might have disappeared into her transgressions if not for the love of her husband. It's a beautiful illustration of the story of God and
Israel. Believe it or not, it's your story too. God chose you and loves you. If you wander off, He will find you. If you are afraid, He
will reassure you. If you are broken, He will restore you. If you are ashamed, He will cover you. If you give up on Him, He will not
give up on you. No matter where you are, God sees who you are and loves you faithfully. Through the story of Hosea and Gomer,
God tenderly reaches out to you and whispers, "My daughter, my name and nature are love. My name makes you lovely. Because
I am worthy, I make you worthy. I am here to remind you of who you are. You are never invisible to me."
In her most captivating novel to date, Mary Balogh, the premier writer of Regency-era romantic fiction, invites you into a world of
scandal and seduction, of glittering high society and startling intrigue, as an arrogant duke does the unthinkable-- he falls in love
with his mistress. More Than a Mistress He is bad-tempered, reckless, a man superior in his abilities to charm and delight women.
The greatest matrimonial prize in all of Christendom, he is the scandalous Duke of Tresham. When a young woman interferes in
his Hyde Park duel, causing him to get shot, he hires her as his nurse, vowing that she will share his misery during his
convalescence. Far too bold for her own good, Jane Ingleby is the kind of woman a man might find beautiful were it not for her
impudence. She questions the duke's every move, scolds his bad manners, breaches his secrets, and touches his soul. When
Tresham offers to set Jane up in his London town house, love is the last thing on his mind. And hers. Trying to pretend it is strictly
business, an arrangement she must accept in order to conceal a dangerous secret, Jane suspects there is nothing more perilous
than being the lover of such a man. Yet as she gets past his devilish facade and sees the noble heart within, she discovers the
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greatest jeopardy of all--a passion that drives her to risk everything on one perfect month with the improper gentleman who thinks
love is for fools. Hailed by critics as "sensual," "unforgettable," "a matchless storyteller,"* Mary Balogh has captured the hearts of
readers with her novels of breathtaking romance. In More than a Mistress she dazzles us once again with a love story that sizzles
with wit and sensuality--a rare gem of wondrous storytelling that holds readers enthralled from first page to last. *Romantic Times
"Comtesse Valtesse de la Bigne was a celebrated nineteenth-century Parisian courtesan. She was painted by Manet and inspired
Emile Zola, who immortalized her in his scandalous novel Nana. Her rumored affairs with Napoleon III and the future Edward VII
kept gossip columns full. But her glamorous existence hid a dark secret: she was no Comtesse. She was born into abject poverty,
raised on a squalid Paris backstreet; the lowest of the low. Yet she transformed herself into an enchantress who possessed a
small fortune, three mansions, fabulous carriages, and art that drew the envy of connoisseurs across France and Europe. A
consummate show-woman, she ensured that her life--and even her death--remained shrouded in just enough mystery to keep her
audience hungry for more. Catherine Hewitt's biography, The Mistress of Paris, tells the forgotten story of a remarkable French
woman who, though her roots were lowly, never stopped aiming high."--Provided by publisher.
The sequel to 'Gray Dawn', this is one of Albert Payson Terhune's most famous canine creations along with Lad and Lassie.

Ewan Sinclair just wanted the truth, and although Tiree refused to tell him anything, he found he was attracted to her!
Ewan Sinclair, the solid, respectable doctor, and Tiree, wild and rebellious,were complete opposites—and yet their fiery
passion could not be ignored…. Can Tiree overcome the secrets of the past and find lasting love with Ewan?
There’s a fine line between love and hate. For five years, Sally and Clive have been lost in a passionate affair. Now he
has dumped her to devote himself to his wife and family, and Sally is left in freefall. It starts with a casual stroll past his
house, and popping into the brasserie where his son works. Then Sally starts following Clive’s wife and daughter on
Facebook. But that’s alright, isn’t it? These are perfectly normal things to do. Aren’t they? Not since Fatal Attraction has
the fallout from an illicit affair been exposed in such a sharp, darkly funny, and disturbing way: The Mistress’s Revenge
is a truly exciting fiction debut. After all, who doesn’t know an otherwise sane woman who has gone a little crazy when
her heart was broken? “A cracking debut. . . .very Fatal Attraction with a clever twist at the end. Addictive stuff.” —The
Bookseller
To a restless dreamer like Vera Miles, it sounded like the experience of a lifetime. Instead of spending her summer
interning for her astronomy major, she would fly to Spain where she'd spend a few weeks teaching conversational
English to businessmen and women, all while enjoying free room and board at an isolated resort. But while Vera
expected to get a tan, meet new people and stuff herself with wine and paella, she never expected to fall in love. Mateo
Casalles is unlike anyone Vera has ever known, let alone anyone she's usually attracted to. While Vera is a pierced and
tatted free spirit with a love for music and freedom, Mateo is a successful businessman from Madrid, all sharp suits and
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cocky Spanish charm. Yet, as the weeks go on, the two grow increasingly close and their relationship changes from
purely platonic to something more.
Years have past since the night Sophia Brair encountered her Mate. The man she thought was her future walked away
from her without an explanation. Before she has the courage to tell her parents of his rejection tragedy strikes. Leaving
her alone with far too many unanswered questions. Isolated from others of her kind she finds herself a wolf among
sheep. Moving from one foster home to the next her transition into adulthood has been hard to say the least. Now at
nineteen she ready for a new start in a new town. College seems like everything she could hope for. For years she's kept
the secret of her true identity from everyone around her, how long will her anonymity last? It's been five years. Masen
Black always planned on finding his Mate, just not when she was still a child. Walking away was the hardest thing he'd
ever done. After three long years he returned to collect his Luna and her family only to find them gone without any trace.
He's been searching ever since. When he finally finds her nothing will stop him from claiming what's his!
Lady Angeline Dudley, who harbors a secret desire for a simple marriage in spite of expectations that she marry a
wealthy, titled man, must must come up with a plan when she falls for an earl who does not return her feelings.
In Secrets of a Good Mistress, I share my insights gained from walking the path of "the other woman". It gives insights
and shines a torch for the millions of women that knowingly or unknowingly have found themselves in this role to
illuminate their way. It's a wake up call that asserts that being a mistress is not settling for second best' as the mistress
does not play second fiddle' to the wife. Instead, she has her own distinct valuable role to play; outside yet parallel within
the dynamic of a marriage. Open to a higher love without ownership. Happiness in sharing without need of possession.
The mistress's platform allows a woman to keep to her no's, with respect and valuation, where a wife is expected to
submit and comply. The mistress role allows women to intentionally live lives of freedom, independence and self
actualization without insecure feelings of guilt, sin or shame. Full of wit and deeper insights of our very human nature Secrets of a Good Mistress goes to the core, as none before asserting the essential truth that indeed, One Woman is Not
Enough. Though this path is not for all. Get this book: Learn more. Live more. Love more. Visit MistressJoys.com for
more about the Mistress Network.
A sensually crafted BDSM historical romance, HIS MISTRESS is Book 1 in the Self-Made Men series. When Tobias Lynsted is blackmailed
into marrying Lady Jane, neither realize they both belong to the same BDSM club, the House of Dark Pleasures. Tobias is haunted by dark
secrets, until Jane becomes both his salvation and the mistress of his soul. One man's submission to pleasureAs a solicitor seeking justice
for victims of violence, Tobias Lynsted must maintain control at all times while working in the seedy underworld of London's East End. The
darkness of his world creates a need for the intimacy and release he can only find in the forbidden pleasure of submission. The kind of
pleasure where a powerful man has the freedom to let go of his control for a few sweet moments of oblivion. But when a blackmail scheme
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forces him to marry, the last thing he expects in a wife is a woman who will satisfy the darker side of his nature.One woman's awakeningLady
Jane Grisham has no desire to marry, but choosing marriage over a life of destitution is an easy choice to make. Although Jane knows love is
for the foolish, Tobias awakens her most wicked and darkest of desires. In the sinful world of domination and submission, Jane uses her
blossoming skills to make Tobias surrender not only his body, but his secrets. But she quickly discovers that the true test of her strength is
trusting Tobias with her heartA passion that overcomes the darkness of the past
His Mate and His MistressThe Redemption of an Alpha
First collection by an important, new African-American playwright.
What could possibly induce at woman to follow in the footsteps of her mother and further sully her reputation by becoming a mistress? Lilly
Claremont is well used to being at the centre of gossip. Being the illegitimate child of a rich businessman never failed to titillate the gossips
and while she cared little about the wagging tongues she never intended to reinforce their opinions of her by ruining herself completely. But it
seems Lord Hawksley is determined to make the fascinating Lilly his mistress... Evan has no doubt her bold tongue and beautiful body could
keep him entertained for some time. Captivated by her, he must find a way to burn through his desire for her. He cannot marry a woman of
such social standing so why not make her his mistress? After the murder of her father, Lilly is searching for answers and they lead her directly
to Lord Hawksley. But will they also lead her to his bed...?
Property tycoon's secret love child... After Philip Caprice and Lisi fell into bed together, Philip left at midnight....The reason he gave for leaving
had prevented Lisi from telling him that their evening of passion had resulted in a darling baby, Tim. Until now... Property millionaire Philip has
just discovered he has a son.... Lisi knows Tim needs a dad. Philip's solution is that Lisi and Tim move in with him.... Does Philip just want to
play at happy families--or does he want Lisi to be his mistress once again?
The story continues with the trials that interrupt Adelina and Demitrey's "Happy ever after".Our fearless leaders are faced with both new and
old enemies. Some they can see, and others they cannot. When the Past comes back to haunt them, Demitrey must learn what it really
means to be an Alpha, while he finds himself growing into the husband and father he was meant to be. Adelina gains a first seat glimpse into
Demitrey's past, but that's not the only past she had to revise, in order to know her full potential as Luna.Together they must risk everything
by taking on an enemy that could destroy everything they worked for, not to mention the possibility of the leaders losing themselves along
they way. Yet, they risk it all for the sake of their Daughter, family and pack. They must also risk everything to achieve the impossible: A true
alliance between a werewolf Pack and a Vampire clan. New treaties and new enemies. Old foes and new battles. Aged scars, and new battle
wounds. What could once be trusted, was now in question. And what was once believed to be real, turned out to be the complete opposite.
These moon crossed lovers find themselves so close to peace, yet so far.New relations, and deadly betrayals. Love. War. Temptation. Lust.
Blood shed. All the ingredients needed for the thrilling roller coaster that is Demitrey's and Adelina's lives.Join these Moon-crossed Lovers on
yet another adventure, and buckle up, it's going to be a bumpy ride.*This story has been revised and edited**This story follows the sequel
"His Mate and His Mistress: The Rise of a Luna**This story is the third installment in the "His Mate and His Mistress" series*
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the largest, most
amazing collection of professional photography on the internet. Users can browse, search and view photos of today’s people and events.
They have free access to share, print and post images for personal use.
"The manor behind the mists....The man behind the mystery. In 1873 San Francisco, spirited Ann Lovell takes a position no one else dares -Page 5/7
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as governess to the motherless sons of the enigmatic Benedict Trevelyan. It has long been whispered that Trevelyan Manor hides dark
secrets and sinister deeds -- including the murder of Benedict's wife. But Ann refuses to pay heed to spiteful rumor. As she grows to cherish
her young charges, Ann also finds herself powerfully drawn to the handsome Benedict, whose passionate persuasion introduces her to a new
world of sensual pleasures. But even while falling in love with the master of Trevelyan, Ann wonders if his attentions are intended to blind her
to the secrets of the past -- and if Benedict holds he key to her destiny...or her destruction."
Oh, how I wish . . . When a promised inheritance turns out to be a fraud, shy spinster Charlotte Wilmont makes an impetuous wish that
despite her lack of charm and fortune, she could capture the heart of the one man whom she's forever adored—Sebastian, Viscount Trent. Be
careful what you wish for . . . With that utterance, Charlotte awakens shocked to find herself entwined with her beloved Sebastian. But the
respectable man she knew is now a most rakish devil and she is . . . well, by some inexplicable magic, London's most infamous mistress.
Even passion comes at a price . . . Being the scandalous Lottie Townsend affords Charlotte unimaginable freedom—passionate nights with
Sebastian, endless days of shopping, and adoring fans. But all too soon, Charlotte finds that being one man's mistress isn't the same as
being his wife. Yet if she returns to her old, respectable life, can Charlotte trust there will be enough magic left to recapture Sebastian's heart .
. . and reawaken his rakish desires?
Can a man love two women at once? On a March day filled with bright sunshine, they met at a convention in Kansas City. He was a New
Yorker with a charming personality. She was a Southerner fresh on the heels of a divorce and ready to start anew. Neither of them knew that
their lives were about to change forever. In Mistress, one woman shares a true account of her long-time love affair with a married man as she
details intimate conversations, uncensored letters, and discreet encounters. She provides quotes, poems, and the results of her detailed
research into infidelity as she offers an honest look into the lives of two strangers who are somehow unable to suppress their immediate
attraction and eventual love for each other. He loved his wife and children-but he also loved her. Mistress provides a compelling look at the
secret world these two lovers shared together for more than thirty years. "This book is engaging, romantic and well written. It is most
delightful when the author paints pictures with her words and brings to life magic moments in time through her sensitive, imaginative,
nuanced awareness of the thoughts, feelings and the wonderful details of environment, circumstances and dialogue. It feels as if you are
somehow there in those magic moments. It is a personal love story that touches parts of us all." -David Schoen, Jungian Analyst, Poet and
author of Divine Tempest; the Hurricane as Psychic Phenomenon
After his memory returns, Charles Rycroft an art collector from one of Boston's oldest and wealthiest families, is stunned to discover that he is
now married to Maeve O'Malley, who saved his life but is of Boston's serving class, and is determined to end their marriage, but when they
both are unexpectedly plunged into a world of stolen art and intrigue, Charles learns a lesson in love. Original.
For three years, Lady Veronica Smithson has been perfectly happy as a widow—and thoroughly independent. Still, the right gentleman could
provide the benefits of marriage without the tedious restrictions. And in Sir Sebastian Hadley-Attwater, renowned explorer and rogue,
Veronica is sure she has found him. Sebastian will come into his inheritance in a matter of weeks—if his family deems him responsible
enough. There's no better way to prove his maturity than with a wife. But though Veronica will share his bed, she refuses to marry. However,
Sebastian has a plan: An intimate sojourn at his new country house will surely change Veronica's mind. For Sebastian never takes no for an
answer. And he intends to persuade his Christmas mistress that they belong together—in this, and every season to come. . . "This Victorian
yuletide romance provides erotic sizzle and delectably clever dialogue on every page." –USA Today
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